A technique for using a section of a beamline as a zero-degree spectrometer is described. The beamline magnets of the K1200 cyclotron at NSCL were operated as a zero-degree medium acceptance spectrometer to measure projectile fragment distributions. Projectile fragments were produced in a fragmentation target at the exit of the cyclotron and detected at the end of the beamline with a detector array consisting of two position-sensitive detectors and a AE -E telescope. Energy loss, position and angle at the focal plane and time of flight were measured for the isotopes produced. A procedure was developed to calculate the reaction angle and the momentum of the isotopes from the measured quantities. Typical examples of momentum and angular distributions of projectile fragments from a 14N beam at 75 MeV/u with Al and Ta targets at and near 0° are shown.
I1 INTRODUCTION
Projectile fragmentation is a very important mechanism for the production of nuclei far from stability. The exotic nuclei produced in this way can be separated and used as secondary (radioactive) beams, allowing the possibility of a new class of experiments to study nuclear structure and nuclear reaction mechanisms. The technique of converting a primary beam into a secondary radioactive beam by projectile fragmentation has been succesfully used at LBL,' GANIL, 2 and RIKEN 3 and similar devices are in the final construction stages for other labs (e.g., GSI 4 ). At the National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory (NSCL), this technique is going to be realized by using a beam analysis device, the A1200.5
Projectile fragments are produced in peripheral collisions at intermediate and high energies. At high energies, above 200 MeV/u, there is a rather complete and systematic data set of the fragmentation distributions that have been successfully described by several models. In general, these models are based on the idea of a two-step process consisting of a fast collision step and a slow de-excitation one. At intermediate energies, from 50 to 200 MeV/u, there are only a few scattered measurements and no parametrization of the cross sections or understanding of the reaction mechanisms. In order to understand the reaction mechanisms of peripheral collisions at intermediate energies and obtain parametrizations of their distributions, refined measurements around 00 are necessary (since the projectile-like isotopes are produced in a narrow cone about 00). Such systematic data and parametrizations, apart from a nuclear reaction standpoint, will improve our predictive power to choose the proper energy and beamtarget combinations to produce a desired radioactive beam.
Measurements of reaction products at 0° are difficult in general, because of the presence of the primary beam and require the use of magnetic spectrometers. In this article we discuss a technique where, instead of a usual spectrometer, a section of a beamline containing one bending element was used for 0 measurements. We describe an experiment that we performed at NSCL in which the interim beamline 6 from the K1200 cyclotron to a 92-inch diameter cylindrical scattering chambers was operated as a 0° spectrometer. Specifically, in this article, after a description of the beamline, its characteristics, and the detector system used, we discuss the measurements we performed with this system, the procedures we developed for the analysis of the data, and we show several representative results of projectile fragment distributions obtained from these data. Finally, in the Appendix, we include a derivation of the equations developed for the present study. Such techniques could be implemented at any laboratory with modest bending magnets in the beam transport system.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECTROMETER AND THE DETECTORS
The interim K1200 beamline consisted of four superconducting magnets (Fig. 1) , which are a quadrudope singlet, a quadrupole doublet, a i 160 bending dipole magnet, and a quadrupole doublet. The details of these magnets have been described previously.
8 For the present study, we operated the two quadrupole doublets and the bending magnet as a 00 spectrometer (the quadrupole singlet was turned off). The characteristics of the magnetic elements of the spectrometer are summarized in Table I .
Projectile fragments, produced in a fragmentation target placed 40 cm after the exit of the K1200 cyclotron, traveled through the device and were focused and detected inside the 92-in. scattering chamber. The detection system for the present work was mounted on the movable radial arm of the chamber and consisted of two position counters and a AE -E plastic scintillator telescope. The first position counter was placed near the entrance to the 92-in. scattering chamber and the second counter 1.8 m further downstream. Both position counters were low pressure multiwire proportional counters (LP-MWPCs) of Breskin type." From these detectors, a position signal is obtained by a delay-line readout of the electric charge induced on two layers of interleaved cathode strips. The time difference between the signals from the two ends of the delay line is measured and is proportional to position along the counter. The position measurement from the front counter contained information on the rigidity, whereas the difference between the position measurements of the two counters contained information on the scattering angle of a particle. Section V describes in detail how the rigidity and the scattering angle were obtained from the measured position and angle. The AE -E telescope, mounted behind the back position detector, consisted of a thin (3 mm) fast plastic scintillator for energy loss measurement and a thick (5 cm) plastic scintillator as a stopping detector. Each scintillator was viewed by a photomultiplier tube (PMT) on each end (left or right). A AE parameter was calculated event-by-event by taking the square root of the product of the left and right PMT signals of the AE scintillator. Due to light attenuation by self-absorption in the plastic scintillator, each PMT signal is exponentially dependent on the position of a particle along the scintillator. The product of the two signals is position independent and its square root proportional to AE (whereas the logarithm of the ratio of these signals is linearly related to position). The atomic number Z of the particles was obtained from the AE parameter, since AEo Z2/V2, where v is the velocity of the particles. The back LP-MWPC had a low efficiency, so its position information was not used in the analysis of the data. Instead, a back position parameter was constructed from the logarithmic ratio of the two PMT signals of the AE scintillator. This position measurement was found to be consistent with the position measurement provided by the back LP-MWPC for highly ionizing particles and was combined with the front position parameter to provide a final angle parameter for the particles. The position resolution of both LP-MWPCs was 1 mm; the position resolution of the back position parameter obtained by the AE scintillator was 1.0 cm and the angle resolution obtained by the combination of this position parameter and the front position parameter was 6 mr. The fact that the angle measurement had to rely on the less accurate position values 0.574 52 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.611 10 0.000 00 0.000 00 1.606 86 0.809 37 0.000 00 0.000 00 0.00000 0.00000 1.537 34 1.39669 0.00000 0.00000 1.249 98 0.041 76 0.000 00 0.000 00 1.000 00 -0.011 98 0.000 00 0.000 00 0.000 00 0.000 00 0.000 00 1.000 00
Second-and third-order matrix elements (xIx6) = -1.18x 10' I (Ix6) = -6.65x 10 0 from the plastic scintillator had a significant effect on the overall momentum resolution (see Sec. III). Time of flight (TOF) was measured relative to the K1200 rf cycle. A start timing signal was obtained from the AE scintillator. A combination of TOF and position provided an A/q parameter, which was combined with the AE parameter in a two-dimensional histogram to provide particle identification. Due to multiple turn extraction from and the phase acceptance of the cyclotron, only limited TOF resolution (approximately 4 ns) was obtained, which hindered the particle identification for Zs higher than 6.
Ill. BEAM OPTICS CALCULATIONS
Beam optics calculations (up to third order), performed with the program TRANSPORT,' 0 showed that a moderate acceptance solution was possible for this simple spectrometer, i.e., 35-mr horizontal and 10-mr vertical angular acceptances, and 8% momentum acceptance. The optical characteristics of the spectrometer, the first-order TRANSPORT matrix elements, and the important secondand third-order matrix elements at the front position counter are summarized in Table II . The TRANSPORT beam optics notation and units have been used in Table II and throughout this article. At the end of Table II , the field values of the magnets corresponding to setting the spectrometer for 14 N 7 + at 75 MeV/u (which has a momentum-over-charge ratio P/q of 0.762 GeV/c/e) are given.
For the present system, there are no first-order correlations between the coordinates of the particle motion on the horizontal (bending) xz plane and the vertical (nonbending) yz plane. However, such correlations arise in second and higher orders. The TRANSPORT calculation showed that the second-and third-order correlations of horizontal and vertical coordinates are negligible for the relatively small vertical angular acceptance of 10 mr; in all cases, the contributions to the position and angle are less than I mm and I mr, respectively, and these contributions were neglected in the present study. Hence, only the correlations of the coordinates in the bending plane were taken into account when extracting the momentum and the scattering angle of a particle from the measured position and angle. Simple algebraic formulas and a calculation procedure were developed for this purpose and are described in Sec. V.
From the first-order TRANSPORT matrix, we see that a relatively small value of the horizontal magnification (x[ x) is achieved, but a considerable (xi 0) term is present at the front counter, which introduces a first-order correlation of final position with initial scattering angle, Consequently, a first-order horizontal focus was only approximately created at the front detector. The actual focal plane [where (x[ 0) is zero] lies between the two detectors.
In any spectrometer with relatively large momentum and angular acceptance there will be large second-order aberrations [mainly due to the (xl 06) term]. These can be corrected with sextupoles or by focal plane reconstruction. In the present study, we chose the later method. Consequences of this choice are that it is not necessary to have a first-order focus at a position-sensitive detector, but an accurate angular measurement is required.
Generally, it is desirable that the contributions of the second-and higher-order matrix elements at the focal plane should be small fractions (i.e., less than 0.1) of the displacement due to the dispersion. When one position counter is used at the exit of a spectrometer, it is necessary that this detector be placed at the position of the focal plane. However, if two position detectors are used (thus final position and angle of the particles can be measured, as in the present system), it is not necessary to place one of the detectors along the focal plane. In such a case, the position of the focal plane can, in principle, be reconstructed offline, provided that the angle measurement has sufficient accuracy.
For the present system, where reaction angle and momentum reconstruction are performed, an experimental uncertainty in the reaction angle of approximately 15 mr was obtained from the elastic scattering data. This value is consistent with a conservative estimate of 22 mr obtained from Eq. (AS), which takes into account the contribution from the final angle uncertainty and the beam-spot size (approximately 6 mm). Similarly, the experimental momentum resolution of approximately 2.0% can be mainly attributed to the reaction angle uncertainty combined with the presence of the (xl 0) term. An estimate of the momentum resolution of approximately 2.0%, based on the beam optics, can be obtained from Eqs. (A3) and (A4). However, the momentum resolution of the system with only the front counter position, without scattering angle reconstruction, would be worse. Specifically, at the full horizontal angular acceptance of A0 0 = 35 mr and momentum acceptance of A6 = 8% of the spectrometer, the effects of the (xJ 0) and (xl 06) terms to the image width would result in a momentum resolution of approximately 4.5%.
IV. EXPERIMENT
As a test of the beamline spectrometer, we measured the products from the reaction of a I 4 N beam at 75 MeV/u with Al and Ta targets with thicknesses of 8 and 10 mg/cm 2, respectively. Data were collected for approximately 10 field settings in steps of 5%, covering the A/q region of 2.0 to 3.0. The magnetic field of the dipole was measured with an NMR magnetometer. The position and angle calibration of the detectors was performed in two independent ways, giving consistent results: first the radial arm (on which the detecting system was mounted) was rotated by a known angle and the change in position of the 0° elastically scattered beam particles was measured, and second, a slotted copper mask was inserted between the two counters and was irradiated with a dispersed primary beam.
V. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
In the present 00 spectrometer, the momentum and the scattering angle of a particle leaving the target are related to the measured position and angle at the front position counter. The calculations and the procedure that we have developed to extract these quantities from the data are described below.
We can write the magnetic rigidity Bp of a particle moving in the magnetic field of a dipole ea s t:
q where B is the magnetic field induction (in kG), p is the radius (in cm) of the trajectory of the particle in the dipole field, P is the momentum of the particle (in MeV/c), and q is its charge (in units of elementary charge). In the present experiment, the position of the undeflected beam particles at several charge states ( 14 N 7 + and 1 4 N 6 + ) obtained at several different magnetic field settings, directly calibrated the curvature radius p versus position (Fig. 2) corresponding to a scattering angle Ob with respect to the spectrometer optical axis at the target position [ Fig. 3(a) ]. This angle, made by the beam emerging from the accelerator, was found to be Ob 10. We had no control over this angle, since the spectrometer was fixed and there were no bending elements after the cyclotron and before the target. However, it was exploited to increase the observed reaction-angle range to 2°. The curvature radius-position calibration shown in Fig. 2 can be well described by a linear function:
where XFP is the position (in channel number) of a particle at the front position counter. Two additional calibration points, obtained in a subsequent experiment with a 20 Ne beam at 65 MeV/u, agree very well with the nitrogen data. So, for a particle emitted at an angle Ob relative to the spectrometer axis, Eqs. (1) and (2) relate its momentum to the position on the front counter. But for angles 00 different from Ob, the correlation of front counter position with angle 00 produced in the spectrometer, renders Eq. (2) inadequate. A 00 versus front counter position calibration would be necessary, which we were not able to obtain in the present experiment. There are at least two ways to perform this calibration; first by bending the beam before the target with an infiector magnet system and second, by inserting a slotted aperture at a certain distance after the target. In the present work, the calibration was obtained from a TRANSPORT calculation, which should be adequate, as the fields of the magnets and their positions along the beamline are well known. In order to take into account the angle dependence of the curvature radius, a relation similar to Eq. (2) was derived in which the coefficients A 0 and A 1 were expressed as functions of the angle 00 in first order. Specifically we can write, similar to Eq. (2) Reaction products emerge from the target at angles 0 6 relative to the spectrometer axis (z axis). The interesting nuclear reaction angle is 6, = 60 -6t, (b) Final coordinate system (at the position of the front counter). In this system, a and 13, respectively, are the position and angle coordinates of the 0' elastically scattered beam particles of one run that was chosen as reference; x, 0 are the final position and angle coordinates, respectively, of a particle that entered the spectrometer with initial coordinates x 0 , 60, and momentum deviation 6; the quantity -(XFP-X,,f)/CFP is the position of the particle relative to the reference position a and OFP is the angle of the particle relative to the reference angle 13.
AI (0o) (5) where the coefficients Ko and A' are related to the calcuwhere 0Fp is the angle (in mr) of a particle at the front lated first-, second-, and third-order matrix elements with position detector relative to the reference beam and the following expressions (these equations are derived in Co(Ob), CO(Ob), C2(0b) are the coefficients of a quadratic the Appendix):
fit of the relation OFP = f(8) for the 0° elastically scattered P0 Ad (xA8),~ beam particles (that is, for 00 = Ob). So, the scattering an-(XI 0) + xff, (6) gle of a given particle can be calculated according to Eq. 100(x| 8)'
( 11 ) from its final angle OFp and its momentum deviation
The 6 dependence of the reaction angle Or and of the I IOOCFP (XI 6)"2 > curvature radius p(Or) for a particle indicates that a sucwhere cessive approximation calculation has to be performed in order to obtain 0 r and P(Or) from the measured quantities (XI 06)'_= (XI 08) + (XI 068)8,
XFp and OFP. For this calculation, an initial value of 8 for a particle was obtained from its position XFP using Eq. (2)
and the relation 8 = 1 0 0 (p -po)/po. The convergence of this iteration is fast, i.e., in few steps.
Using these expressions and procedure, the curvature radius (thus the momentum) and the reaction angle of the -particles were calculated on an event-by-event basis. The turn deviation (in %) of the particle from the momentum resolutions (FWHM) of the curvature radius and the reof the central ray, p0 the radius of curvature (in cm) of the action angle were approximately 2.0% and 15 mr, respeccentral ray inside the dipole magnet, x 0 the x coordinate of tively. the beam spot at the target position [ Fig. 3(a) ], CFP the As is standard in spectrometer measurements, an A/q position calibration coefficient of the front position counter parameter was constructed using the expression for the (in channels/cm), Xref the position (in channel number) of the 0' elastically scattered beam particles of one run that curvature r a the Ear TOF. Stunning was chosen as reference, and a the final position (in cm) of mn the reference beam particles relative to the optical axis of , (12) the spectrometer [ Fig. 3(b) ]. Terms including x 0 were taken to be zero, because the value of x 0 was not known.
where y is the relativistic factor y = [
One can see that Eqs. (4) and (5) are functions of the M. is the nucleon mass (in MeV/c 2 ), and v is the velocity reaction angle Or = 0-Ob, that is the angle of a particle of the particle (in units of c, the speed of light). For the leaving the target relative to the beam direction, which is, velocity of a particle we can write vc L/(T-TOF), of course, the interesting nuclear reaction angle. This angle where L is the flight path length between the target and the can be calculated by the formula:
timing detector, TOF is the measured time of flight (rela- tive to the rf cycle), and T is a constant (representin number of rf periods elapsed between a given reacti( the target and the next beam pulse after the start sign this event from the detector). Substituting this expre of v in Eq. ( 12), and solving for A/q we get:
from which the A/q parameter can be calculated also event-by-event basis. Isotope separation and identification were performed using a two-dimensional histogram of AE vs A/q. In this histogram, the groups corresponding to the elastically scattered beam particles were used to calibrate the A/q axis. For each isotope, a 0 r vs P/q histogram was generated, 0, cuts were made at 00, 1°, 20, (each with width of l1) and the corresponding P/q spectra were constructed. Then, for each isotope, after normalization and appropriate combination of the spectra from different runs, a P/A spectrum at each of these angles was obtained. Finally, angular distributions were also constructed by integrating the P/A distributions at each angle.
As representative results of the present study, the momentum distributions of 13 nucleon rearrangement between the projectile and the target and requires further systematic investigation.
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF THE EXPRESSIONS FOR THE MOMENTUM AND THE REACTION ANGLE
The final position x of a particle at the front counter is related to the initial position x 0 , initial angle 00 and 8 with the expression" [see Figs. 3(a) Now, referring to Fig. 3(b) , the position coordinate x (with respect to the coordinate system xOz in the horizontal plane), is related to the measured position XFp (in channels) as
XFP -Xref
x -+ a, CFP in which the negative sign is due to the fact that the direction of increasing position as measured by the detector was taken to be opposite to that indicated by the coordinate system xOz. After substitution of this expression for x in the above equation and some algebraic manipulation, keeping terms up to first order in 00, we arrive at the relation: In order to derive the equation for the scattering angle 0, we start from the expression that relates the final angle 0 of a particle at the front counter with the initial coordinates x 0 , 00, and 8: Referring again to Fig. 3(b) , we can write 0 = OFp + fl, where OFP is the angle of a given particle with respect to the angle of the reference 0° elastically scattered beam particles and 13 is the angle of these arbitrarily chosen ref-
